Company
DELTACAST.TV
Location
Ans
Job Status
Full Time CDI
Industry
TV broadcast
Experience
0 – 2 year
Publication Date
29/6/2022

DELTATEC is a high-tech design company specialized in advanced hardware and software
technologies. More on www.deltatec.be
DELTACAST.TV is dedicated to developing and manufacturing state-of-the-art products for
the professional video market. More on www.deltacast.tv
DELTACAST provides advanced sports & TV show solutions. More on www.deltacast.com

DELTACAST.TV is looking for a:

SOFTWARE TEST ENGINEER
Mission








Design and implement computer-based environments to test DELTACAST.TV products in various
conditions
Create test plans in collaboration with the products development team, and operate these plans
Assist engineering teams by reporting test results and investigating on the discovered problems
Contribute to the release and to the technical support of the products
Participate to the setup of TV applications in network environments
Explore new technologies in computer and network environments
Take part in the development and administration of internal tools

Profile












Bachelor in computer sciences / electronic engineer / ICT
Experience in a similar technological domain is a plus
Knowledge in computers, electronics and operating systems (Windows, Linux and MacOS)
Skills in C/C++/.NET
Experience in software testing in an asset
ISTQB certification is a solid advantage
Knowledge in web development (HTML, ASP.NET) and database development (SQL) is a plus
Fluent in French and in written English
Rigorous, excellent communication skill, open minded, innovative
Interested and curious about new electronic and software technologies
Willing to work in a team spirit, to use standards and to contribute to the team knowledge

Offer




Challenging work and career evolution opportunities in a fast growing SME with international
reputation.
Join a team of talented and brotherly engineers.
Competitive salary and conditions

Apply by sending your CV and motivation letter to jobs@deltatec.be
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